When we take the time to track down and discover the development of opera in Canada
throughout the years and the role of Canadian singers in opera around the world, we quickly realize how fruitful and rich our History is.
From Edward Johnson who became in May 1935 general manager of the Metropolitan Opera
and held the position for fifteen years to Jon Vickers, Louis Quilico, Pierrette Alarie & Léopold
Simoneau (known as Mr. and Mrs. Mozart worldwide), Maureen Forrester, Raoul Jobin,Teresa
Stratas, Richard Verreau, one of the most celebrated tenors of his time, the list goes on and on.
Award-winning baritone Gino Quilico is proud to put forward a concert project highlighting the careers of these amazing artists who greatly participated in promoting Canada’s talents on the international opera stage in the past two centuries.
In an intimate setting, accompanied by his pianist and a guest soprano, Mr. Quilico will introduce
several of these figureheads, performing the repertoire that made each of them famous and
known for. Mr. Quilico will introduce each of the singers he will have chosen by telling some fascinating anecdotes about their lives before singing an aria of their trademark opera.
Having himself enjoyed a tremendous career, Mr. Quilico is truly in the best possible position to
honour those great ambassadors, those great voices of Canada who have all been instrumental
in building our country’s enviable reputation.

The Performance
There will be projections of the singers in question, narration, singing and presentation by Gino
Quilico. In some cases there will be short clips or recordings of the singer represented. The show
can be narrated in English or French.
There will be a guest soprano (newcomer or emerging talent) to be determined.
There will be some story telling.Gino Quilico has performed with Maureen Forrester, Jon Vickers,
Louis Quilico, Joseph Rouleau, Teresa Stratas. He knew very well Richard Verreau and his family.
Not to mention that his father Louis Quilico also sang with most of these singers.

Will consist of Verdi, Puccini, Rossini, Wagner, Mozart Arias, some
performed by these singers, interpreted by Gino Quilico.
THE REPERTOIRE:

Sylvie Vivier

rela%onist represen%ng Mr. Gino Quilico
sylvie.vivier33@gmail.com
Tél : (450) 358-0883

IN OPERA CHARACTERS

Discography

Serata d’Amore... A romantic evening
is not complete without music: traditional Neapolitan songs perhaps, or
maybe a few operatic arias, beautiful
melodies that tune the ear and warm
the heart with an amalgam of souvenirs. This album was born from a
series of performances given by Gino
Quilico last summer, in which he offered a journey through various eras,
composer and genres. While the original concept additionally comprised of
songs in both French and English, the
singer chose to detach himself from
them and converge back towards his
roots in Italy where, every weekend in
the car between Rome and Ostia, he
would intone as a child arias of Tosti
and traditional ballads along with the
warm baritone of his father Louis and
the accordion of his mother, Carolina
Pizzolongo.
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